Reference Sources

For each of the statements below, decide which reference book would be the best source to find the information. Write the letter of the book on the blank next to the statement.

A. Dictionary  B. Encyclopedia  C. Atlas  D. Almanac

1. The history of America  ____B____
2. All about lions and leopards  ____B____
3. How far it is from Seattle, WA to Provo UT  ____C____
4. The winner of the Tony Award for last year  ____D____
5. The meaning of the word *prestidigitator*  ____A____
6. How to pronounce the word *Saluki*  ____A____
7. Birthplace of George W. Bush  ____B, D____
8. Maps of different countries  ____C____
9. The current governor of Utah  ____D____
10. An article about *bees*  ____B____
11. Current population of Rhode Island  ____D____
12. All about the Middle East  ____B____